
09.07.1844 Babett Engelschein is issued a passport. Orphaned and penniless she goes from Diespeck in 
Franconia to Paris. 

13.11.1848 Babet Engelschein marries Theophile Charles Carette (1818 - 05.11.1865).

1849 Sister Fanny Agathe Charlotte Carette is born. She marries Edmond Louis Van Bael.

15.07.1862 Birth of Ludwig Heinrich Georg (also Louis Henri Georges)(*15.07.1862 - †06.02.1954).

05.11.1865 Father Theophil dies.

10.01.1867 Birth of Margaretha Pauline Lederer (*10.01.1867 - †23.12.1940).

16.06.1869 Birth of Paul Josephthal (*16.06.1869 - ✡ 25.3.1943)

1876 Carette is sent by his mother to her cousin Sigmund and his wife Kunigunde Hopf. Having no 
children of their own, they care for Georges like a son. GC gets an education in the Gombrich's 
institute at the Kontumaz garden.

1878 He makes an apprenticeship at Bing and joins them as a clerk.

1885 GC is sent to London for training. In the meantime a factory is built to the north of the city.
Sigmund Hopf donates the land and is financing a part. He convinces his cousins from maternal 
side Adolf and Ignatz Bing to take partnership in the venture.

03.03.1886 Est. of "Nürnberger Spielwaaren-Jndustriegesellschaft Georges Carette & Co." 
Registered since 10.04.1886, partners are: Ignatz Bing, Adolf Bing and Georges Carette. 

06.05.1886

Carette got his lady liberty 6 months ahead of New York. Bing in contrast, has his allegorical 
Bavaria with a lion and a shield instead of the ten commandments only in 1894.

1887 100 workers.

1887

It starts very modest with household items and kitchenware from metal and wire mesh.

10.04.1888 Marriage of Margaretha Paulina, daughter Johann Lederer and Anna Johanna Elisabetha born 
Bernreuther. 
Lederer owns a big brewery, hence Carette only ever produces beer wagons of Lederer.

Family Carette lives at Rollnerstraße 55, next to Sigmund Hopf, in line of sight to the factory.
The house survived.

from 1888 Fritz Mucke is technical director
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1888

The locomotive is an accurate depiction, see Schiphorst, page 300. (Directory Nuremberg)

1889 Babette Carette lives at Schillerstr. 3 (only that year on record).

08.06.1889 Birth of daughter Karoline Kunigunde Carette. (*08.06.1889  -  ?)

10.08.1890 Birth of son Sigmund Charles Jeannot Carette (*10.08.1890 - †30.9.1955). 

1890 Improvements in work safety by installing limiter on presses, reported by the factory inspectors.

27.02.1892 Birth of son Georges Theophile Carette. (*27.02.1892  - †25.07.1972)

1892

Schillerstrasse 5 in 1892.

1893 Medal at the Columbian world fair in Chicago.

1893 GC seeks to buy sunflower stems. (The marrow seems key for the technical application)
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1893

Directory Nuremberg (Same ad as in previous years, just new locomotive)

Carette is only a production facility supplying exclusively Bing who started as a trading company. 
Arguments about the development of the company lead to the split with Bings.

01.03.1895 Ignatz and Adolf Bing leave the company. Georges Carette is now sole owner.
The new company name is changed to "Georges Carette & Co."

1896 Mother Babette Carette dies.

25.03.1896 200 of 300 workers on strike, demands are: longer lunch break, Saturday work only until 5 pm.
After 1 week agreement: 58 h/week; 25% overtime surcharge; election of workers committee.

04.08.1896 Leonhard Lang, merchant in Nuremberg gets proxy.

28.09.1896 Open company. Equal partners are:
 Georges Carette
 Paul Josephthal, merchant

Sigmunds nephew Hans Hopf from the famous hop trading family has married Paul Josephthals 
sister Elsie. 

1896 Silver medal at the Bavarian state fair.

01.02.1897 Josef Falk, who works as a traveling salesman, leaves the company and starts"J. Falk".

01.07.1898 Registration trade-mark centrifugal governor

1899 Registration of the company "A. Amann" optical glass grinding and glasses factory at Schillerstr.
5/7 with owners Georges Carette and Paul Josephthal.

around 1899 GC is elected to the board of directors at Lederer brewery.
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1899

The goblins from Plank at work for Carette (that very moment, trolling was invented, but Bing had
them before in his ad; Directory Fürth).

09.12.1899 Carette, Josephthal and Co establish a company for trading of optical instruments in Paris.

Family Carette around 1900 (See full scale photo for ghost haunting Georges;city Nuremberg)

12.09.1900 Paul Josephthal marries Emma Schnebel (* 8.9.1875 - ✡ 7.9.1943). 
They have 4 boys:
- Adolph    (*31.05.1901 - ✡ 11.02.1909)
- Hans       (*10.12.1907 - ✡ 00.06.1978) 
- Rolf         (*29.06.1910 - ✡ 26.02.1975) 
- Georg      (*09.08.1912 - ✡ 23.08.1962).
Giora (Georg) Josephthal becomes labor minister of Israel.
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08.06.1901 Carette contests the patent DRP 94623 "Slide valve for toy steam engines" by Bing. The patent 
office cancels the patent, the supreme court ratifies the decision.

1902 One of the earliest locomotives made for Bassett-Lowke is a Stirling-Single.
Several others followed. A range of goods wagons and coaches are supplied by Carette.
With the expansion of BL in 1912, Georges Carette is shareholder.
The molds and tools for some of the trains move to Northampton, although it takes until January 
1924 to transfer and setup production at Winteringham.
Wenman BL stays friends with Georges and his sons Jeannot and Theophil after the business 
activities cease.

1902 Sigmund Hopf dies.

1902 500 workers (per report on S. Günthermann).

04.01.1903 Fire at the factory in Nuremberg. The warehouse and all stock is lost. 
The fire is used as a case study on floors supported with iron beams vs. concrete flooring in a 
subsequent fire (min. damage) as well to highlight the fireproof design for a safe maker.

05.01.1903 Registration trade-mark  (10.5.1918 taken over by Bing).

21.09.1903 A fire at the glass grinding factory in Schnaittbach (Lohmühle) destroys the big building. 

GC is a car enthusiast, not only shown by the detailed miniatures he sells, but also in being 
founder and chairman of the Cartel Bavarian Automobile Club.
Apart from social activities, the Club is politically active, especially by fighting the "plaster-tax", a 
road-toll in villages, abolished in elsewhere in Germany but increasingly applied in Bavaria.

1905? Title Counsel of Commerce

04.04.1906 Registration of the trade-mark "NYMPHE" for phonographs.

07.03.1907 A comprehensive report on a factory visit is published in the "Model Engineer & Electrician"

(Carette with fading hair, one of the photos used in the report, different source)
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The harp-shaped item in front of Carette is a phonograph. Original by Edison, it was a popular 
design in Germany, reproduced by several companies. 

The advantage of the cylinders was, that there was wax cylinders to make recordings on your 
own. (Just for the record, the first one was built by John Krüsi from guess where!)
Different disc-machines were also on offer.
The gramophone proved the more successful design but it got obsolete with another invention, 
giving access to free speech and music - the radio!

25.05.10 GC is a car enthusiast, not only shown by the detailed miniatures he sells, but also in being 
founder and chairman of the Bavarian Automobile Club. 

1911 400 workers.

1911 25-year anniversary: Paul Josephthal and Georges Carette. 

(Source: reproduction on a post-card of a glass painting donated by the workers of Carette)

07.01.1911 Registration of the trade-mark "CARTOSCOPE" (10.5.1918 taken over by Bing).

20.01.1912 Registration of the trade-mark "MIR-A-MAS" for beer by Carette privately.

08.07.1912 Daughter Kunigunde marries Karl Lederer.

13.01.13 Paul Josephthal is chairman of the newly founded union of toy and metal ware producers 
Nuremberg-Fürth.

1913 The trade-mark "Jsostereo" and a petty patent on a stereoscope is taken over from Dr. Christian 
Kumm.

10.04.1913 Registration of the trade-mark "FLAMMOTOR" (10.5.1918 taken over by Bing).

06.06.1914 GC gets the title "Conseiller du commerce extérieur de la France"

28.07.1914 First world war starts. Rumours circulate, that GC as a French citizen is a spy. The family flees to
Switzerland and later to Chantilly, in the north of Paris. 
Kunigunde Lederer stays with her husband and children in Nuremberg.
She is the only reason GC visits Nuremberg after the war.

1914 Paul Josephthal volunteers as a company commander for the war and is early on heavily 
wounded. After his recovery, he briefly serves in Lviv and then for the remainder of the war he 
protects the oil fields in Galicia (RO).
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Theophil and Jeannot are called for service on the French side. Jeannot serves as an officer.

27.08.1914 The assets of foreign citizens deemed hostile are confiscated and their companies put under 
supervision.

01.12.1914 GC resigns from the board of directors of the brewery Lederer.

1917 In absence of the owners, Ludwig Lang somehow keeps the plant operational, but production 
finally ceases in 1917.
The buildings are sold to the  "Süddeutsche Wellpappen und Cartonagen-Fabrik GmbH", 
which starts there in spring 1918. (Der Papier-Fabrikant, Heft 47, 1917)

19.02.1918 The company is in liquidation. Liquidators are Georg Soldan, merchant and Friedrich Pergher, 
bank director. Proxy of Leonhard Lang is canceled.

A part of the machines are allegedly taken over by Bub. Since Bub was manufacturing some of 
the cheaper trains and accessories before, it is difficult to specify what was taken over.

1919 - 33 Paul Josephthal works at the "Metallwarenfabrik vorm. Max Dannhorn AG". This company is 
taken over by Bing in 1921. He becomes general director of Bings trading company Concentra.
Subsequently he has various functions and voluntary positions in industry and society.

29.07.1921 Carette accuses the shareholders of the brewery Lederer to deliberately restricting his influence 
issuing new preferred stock with 10-times voting rights.

1922 Kunigunde Hopf dies, Carette inherits Hopfs assets including the house at Kobergerstr. 2 and the
big adjoining park. 

1932 Jeannot lives in Munich and has a factory for chemical products.
He gets a knighthood in the French legion of honor.
Theophil is in the toy business.

1933 As repressions against Jews mount, Karl and Kunigunde Lederer flee from Nuremberg to 
France. (GCs mother is Jewish, he marries catholic, Kunigunde marries Jewish.)
In 1936 they get French citizenship.

21.10.1936 Carette tries for years to get compensation for the confiscated factory, with no result.
The liquidation of "Georges Carette & Co" is finalized.

1939 Paul Josephthal emigrates to Palestine

07.12.1940 Mekanex in Stockholm still sells Carette (and Bing).

23.12.1940 Margareta Paulina Carette dies in Chantilly (F).

1941 Georges Carette is dispossessed for a second time. A request for reparation is declined in 1953 
for formal reasons. A part of his grounds in Nuremberg is named Carettsche Park and  since 
1978 open to the public for recreational activities.
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25.03.1943 Paul Josephthal dies in Tel Aviv, Palestine.

07.09.1943 Emma Josephthal dies in Tel Aviv.

06.02.1954 George Carette dies in Chantilly (F).

December
1962

A fire destroys the card board factory at Schillerstr.5/7. The ruins are torn down and replaced by 
apartment blocks. 

1980? Jan Blenken / Maxitoys produces replicas a toy cars.

1987 Framos-Modellspielwaren GmbH, Weinheim issues goods wagons in o-gauge in a "Collection 
Georges Carette". They seem to be based on Paya.
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Catalogs:

1. Catalog 1898/99: this catalog is kept privately in tight hands, probably other early catalogs as well.

2. 1902 catalog, 1903 supplement and 1904 supplement are at the patent offices in Munich            
(According to the "Patentblatt" of the time; unconfirmed)

3. "Die anderen Nürnberger", volume 1: booklet on rail combinations 1902? and 1914?, some pages of the 
catalog 1910?

4. "Die anderen Nürnberger", volume 5: 1911 partially, 1914  partially.

5. "The Great Toys of Georges Carette": 1905 partially, 1911, 1914 partially                                                     
(This book was released 1975 as paperback and 1979 as hardcover) 

6. Albert O. Roth in 1968  reprint of the booklet on rail combinations 1914?                                             
(same as in DAN vol. 1; also available online)

7. 1902 the magic lantern part is available online (poor quality and very poor quality) 
https://archive.org/details/CaretteCatalog1902

Carette in Trading Catalogs

1. Bing before 1896: 1889 trading catalog* (one page in Schiphorst); 1894 (reproduction in Dingwerth Vol. 
1.1.C); 1895 copies in collector circles.

2. Bassett-Lowke: 1904/5 reproduction; 1969 commemorative edition;

3. Gamages: 1902/06 reprint; 1911 online                             
https://bibliotheques-specialisees.paris.fr/ark:/73873/pf0001969828.locale=fr

4. Godey: 1909 online                                                                                                          
https://bibliotheques-specialisees.paris.fr/ark:/73873/pf0002030064.locale=fr 

* According to "Bayerische Gewerbezeitung" Nr.21 1889 toys for Bing are manufactured in Ellwangen (Lutz).

Carette in Book

Carette trains can be found scattered in the usual train literature.

• Rüdiger Gröning: "Historische Spiritus-Lokomotiven", Spielzeug-Eisenbahnen im 19. Jahrhundert. 
Holmenberg-Verlag, Münster 

• Trains in Schiffmann Vol. 10 (Carette, Plank, Schoenner, Falk,Issmayer, Rock&Graner Gauges 0 & 1)

• Schiphorst pages from 234 and 298

• Steam engines are in Schiffmann 21/22/23 and Battenberg
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Sources and further readings

Train compendia:

http://www.tcawestern.org/carette.htm

https://www.binnsroad.co.uk/railways/carette/index.html

Bernhard Schwarz has a detailed company history with all entries from the business registry.
http://www.zinnfiguren-bleifiguren.com/Firmengeschichten/Carette_Georges_Nuernberg/Carette_Nuernberg.html

Excellent report on Carette in occation of a walking tour 2018 in the "Nürnberger Zeitung":
https://www.geschichte-fuer-alle.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Schillerplatz_Januar_2018.pdf

Peter has the report on the factory tour in 1907:
https://www.peters-toysteam.se/Carette/the%20model%20engineer%20&%20electrician%20-%201907-03-07.pdf

(Biased) description on the relation Bing / Carette:
Ignatz Bing; Aus meinem Leben: Erinnerungen eines Nürnberger Unternehmers und Höhlenforschers 1840-1918; 
ISBN9783921844724

Biographical data on the family Josephthal 
http://www.lorlebergplatz.de/juden_in_erlangen_III.pdf

Paul Josephthal, center for Jewish history (1000+ pages of memories from the "great" war)
https://digipres.cjh.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE8995479

Paul Josephthal, Biography:
http://www.rijo.homepage.t-online.de/pdf/DE_NU_JU_josephthal_paul.pdf

Jeannot Carettes military record and documents on the Knighthood:
https://www.leonore.archives-nationales.culture.gouv.fr/ui/notice/66329

Dedicated Products

Phonographs:

https://www.pedrofono.es/copia-de-armonograph-baby/

http://www.noedison.com/carette.shtml

http://www3.sympatico.ca/jean-paul.agnard/collection3/carette.htm

Magic Lanterns:

https://www.luikerwaal.com/newframe_uk.htm?/merk_car1_uk.htm

Stereoscope:

http://www.stereoskopie.com/Handbetrachter_vor_1945/Isostereo/body_isostereo.html
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